This paper deals with some properties of fuzzy path connectedness and maximal fuzzy path connectedness on a fuzzy topological space by means of fuzzy points.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of fuzzy sets was first introduced by L. A. Zadeh (1965) . Later C. L. Chang (1968) , R. Lowen (1976) , Halakatti and Halijol (2016) and others developed the theory of fuzzy topological spaces. One intrinsic characteristic of fuzzy topological space is path connectedness. C. L. Chang (1968) first introduced fuzzy path and fuzzy path connectedness and D. M. Ali (1987) introduced the new concept of fuzzy path connected space and studied its various characteristics. The purpose of this paper is to further contribute to the development of fuzzy path connected spaces.
In the present paper, we introduced a new definition of fuzzy path, fuzzy path connectedness and maximal fuzzy path connectedness depending on fuzzy point. By using these definitions, we observe that fuzzy path connectedness and maximal fuzzy path connectedness forms an equivalence relation. Also, fuzzy path connected and maximal fuzzy path connected spaces are fuzzy connected. Further the image of a fuzzy path connected space and of a maximal fuzzy path connected space under fuzzy continuous mapping is fuzzy path connected and maximal fuzzy path connected, respectively.
BASIC NOTIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section, we recall some concepts which will be needed in the sequel. In the present paper, X and Y always denote non-empty sets and I = [0 1] is the closed unit interval.
Definition: Let X be a set and I X denote the set of fuzzy sets in X. A fuzzy topology on X is a subset   I X such that
Then is (X, t) called a fuzzy topological space or short fts. (Chang 1968) .
Definition:
A fuzzy point p in X is a special type of fuzzy set with membership function
where 0 < r < 1. (Zadeh 1965) Definition: Let (X, t) and (Y, s) be two fuzzy topological spaces. A function (Zadeh 1965) Definition: A fuzzy topological space X is said to be fuzzy connected iff    = 1, where  and  are non-empty open fuzzy sets in X such that    = 0. (SethupathyLakshmivarahan 1977) Definition: Let (X, t) be an fuzzy topological space and I = [0 1]. A continuous mapping f : I  X is said to be a fuzzy path in X if for any two points x, y  X such that f(0) = x, f(1) = y (Ali 1987) .
Let f is a fuzzy path from p to q i.e., f : I  X such that f(0) = p, f(1) = q and also let g is a fuzzy path from q to r i.e., g :
, h is well defined and it is obviously a fuzzy continuous function. Then h is a composite fuzzy path. (HalakattiHalijol 2016) Definition: Considering a fuzzy path f :
Then f is called a constant fuzzy path. (HalakattiHalijol 2016) 
MAIN RESULTS
Definition: Let (X, t) be a fuzzy topological space and I = [0, 1]. A continuous mapping f : I  X is said to be a fuzzy path in X if for any two fuzzy points p, q  X such that f(0)
Definition: Any fuzzy topological space (X, t) is said to be fuzzy path connected iff for every fuzzy point p, q  X there exists a fuzzy path f in X such that f(0) = p and f(1) = q.
Theorem: Every fuzzy path connected space is fuzzy connected.
Proof: Let X be fuzzy path connected and let X =   , where  and  are non-empty open fuzzy sets. We have to prove that     .
Suppose     . Taking two fuzzy points p   and q  . Then p, q  X. As X is fuzzy path connected, then there exists a fuzzy path f :
As p  , q   and f is a fuzzy path from fuzzy point p to the fuzzy point q which gives a contradiction. Hence     . Therefore X is fuzzy connected.
Theorem: Let X and Y be fts and f : X  Y be an onto fuzzy continuous function. If X is fuzzy path connected then Y is fuzzy path connected.
Proof: Let X is fuzzy path connected and p, q be the two fuzzy points in Y. Then by definition of fuzzy continuous function, we have f -1 (p) and f -1 (q) is in X. Since X is fuzzy path connected, then there exists a fuzzy path
Thus fg : I  Y is a fuzzy path in Y from p to q. Therefore, Y is fuzzy path connected.
Theorem: Let {Xi} be a collection of fuzzy path connected spaces and  Xi = . Then X =  Xi. Then X =  Xi is fuzzy path connected.
Proof: Let p, q be the two fuzzy points in X, then for some i1 and i2, we have 2 1
Let r be the fuzzy point in 
Now define
, h is well defined and h is fuzzy continuous mapping.
Thus h is a fuzzy path in X. Therefore X is fuzzy path connected.
Theorem: Fuzzy path connectedness of fuzzy topological spaces is an equivalence relation.
Proof: Let X be a fuzzy path connected space.
Reflexivity : Reflexive relation is trivial by considering a constant fuzzy path f :
Symmetry : Suppose f is a fuzzy path from the fuzzy p to the fuzzy point q such that f(0) = p, f(1) = q.
Now g(0) = f(1) = q and g(1) = f(1) = p and g is fuzzy continuous mapping.
Hence g : I  X is a fuzzy path from q to p. Therefore, fuzzy path connected relation is symmetric relation.
Transitivity : Consider p, q and r be the fuzzy points in X. Suppose f : I  X is a fuzzy path such that f(0) = p, f(1) = r and g : I  X is a fuzzy path such that g(0) = r, g(1) = q.
As f(1) = r = g(0) then h is well defined and h is fuzzy continuous. Now h(0) = f(0) = p and h(1) = f(1) = q. Thus h is a fuzzy path from p to q. Hence fuzzy path connected relation is transitive relation. Therefore, fuzzy path connectedness is an equivalence relation.
Definition: Let X be a fuzzy topological space and p, q, r be the fuzzy points in X. If there exists fuzzy continuous mapping f :
then p is a maximal fuzzy path connected to r. If it is true for all p, q, r  X, then X is a maximal fuzzy path connected space.
Theorem: Every maximal fuzzy path connected space is fuzzy connected.
Proof: Let X be a maximal fuzzy path connected space. Le X =   , where  and  are non-empty open fuzzy sets in X. Now we have to show that     .
Suppose     . Suppose that p, q be two fuzzy points in  and r be the fuzzy point in . This implies that p, q, r  X. Since X is maximal fuzzy path connected, so that there exists a maximal fuzzy path f : I  X such that
This is a contradiction.
Similarly, the same contradiction arise if we let p be the fuzzy point in  and q, r be the fuzzy points in . Hence     . Thus X is fuzzy connected space.
Theorem: Let X and Y be fuzzy topological spaces and f : X  Y be an onto fuzzy continuous function. If X is maximal fuzzy path connected space then Y is so.
Proof: Let X be maximal fuzzy path connected and p, q, r be the fuzzy points in Y. Then by definition of fuzzy continuous function, we have f
Since X is maximal fuzzy path connected space, then there exists a maximal fuzzy path
This implies that fog is a maximal fuzzy path in Y from p to r. Therefore, Y is maximal fuzzy path connected space.
Theorem:
Maximal fuzzy path connectedness of a fuzzy topological space is an equivalence relation.
Proof: Let X be a fuzzy topological space. Now we shall show that maximal fuzzy path connectedness is an equivalence relation.
Reflexivity : Reflexive relation is trivial by considering a constant fuzzy path f : I  X such that f(p) = t, p  [0 1]. Therefore, maximal fuzzy path connectedness is a reflexive relation.
Symmetry : Suppose f is a maximal fuzzy path from the fuzzy point p to the fuzzy point r i.e., path f : I  X such that
It is clear that g is fuzzy continuous and hence a maximal fuzzy path in X from r to p such that
Therefore, maximal fuzzy path connectedness is a symmetric relation.
Transitivity : Let f is a maximal fuzzy path from the fuzzy point p to the fuzzy point r i.e., f : I  X such that
and also let g is a maximal fuzzy path from the fuzzy point r to the fuzzy point t i.e., g : I  X such that Therefore, h is a maximal fuzzy path from p to t. Thus, maximal fuzzy path connectedness is transitive relation. Therefore, maximal fuzzy path connectedness is an equivalence relation.
